
PATIO COVERS HOUSTON

One of the many reasons for having a patio cover in your backyard is Houston’s

warm climate. We all need a patio cover to provide shade to our backyard.

Historically, home builders do not spoil home buyers with a patio cover which, in our

opinion, it is a necessity. Patio covers allow you to enjoy the outdoors on even the

hottest summer days. It provides protection from the elements, even protects your

plants from exposure to frost.

http://patiocovers-houston.com/


Patio Covers Houston TX
Eagle Patio Covers was originally founded in

Houston as a roofing company in 1993 by Jerry

Maciel and JC Micheloni and began building patio

covers in 1997. Since then, Eagle Patio Covers

has built countless patio covers, gazebos, sidings

and stamped concrete floors in Houston,

encountering and overcoming all types of home

builders’ design challenges and obstacles.

All patio covers built by Eagle are designed to homeowners’

specifications and meet Homeowners Association guidelines

as well as city codes where required. We design our patio

covers to flow flawlessly into the surface of every home and,

whether the surface is a roof or siding or a stand-alone

gazebo, our finished product will appear to have been

originally built with the home.

http://patiocovers-houston.com/


Patio Covers Houston Texas

http://patiocovers-houston.com/


Patio Cover Houston

Patio Covers We build patio covers in a variety of

styles: gable style, single slope, hip and

contemporary styles. All of our work is done to suit

your specifications, comply with Homeowners

Association guidelines, and meet city codes where

required.

Stamped Concrete We break out existing

slabs, excavate the desired area, then

frame and install #3 steel rebars. We

usually dowel into the existing foundation,

pour the concrete and apply the color of

your choice. We then stamp your chosen

design, allow for drying process, and apply

an acrylic finish. The new stamped

concrete can be straight or curved to

enhance the new floor appearance.
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Patio Covers Houston
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